Frequently Asked Questions/Concerns
Hillcrest Improvements Project
April 4, 2016

Background
In response to routine observations of congestion-related traffic delays, traffic accidents, safety concerns,
and receipt of multiple petitions to improve intersections on Hillcrest Drive, the City of Montrose recently
completed a traffic study of the Hillcrest corridor between Miami and Niagara. This study, performed by
Calibre Engineering, is the first step in a multi-step process for improving traffic flow and safety through
this corridor. The traffic study evaluated existing intersection capacities and provided recommendations
for improvements based on both present and anticipated future traffic volumes. These recommendations
then serve as the basis for future construction projects to improve the corridor.
The City has decided to improve the intersections of Miami, Sunnyside, and Niagara by eventually
replacing the stop-sign controlled intersections with roundabouts. The first of these construction projects
is scheduled to begin in mid-Summer 2016 at the intersection of Sunnyside and Hillcrest. This intersection
is being improved first because the City owns enough property on this corner to allow for construction of
the roundabout. The roundabout at Miami and Hillcrest is scheduled for 2017 construction, pending
budget approval. Although improvements at Miami are considered high priority, the City must purchase
some land to allow for the roundabout’s construction at this location. This process can take in excess of
six months to complete, moving construction into 2017 at the earliest. Improvements at Niagara and
Hillcrest are currently not scheduled as this intersection is expected to function at an acceptable level into
the near future under its current configuration.
When evaluating alternatives for improvement of the Hillcrest corridor, the City considered leaving the
corridor as-is (do nothing), installation of signalized intersections, and installation of roundabouts. After
careful consideration of present and long-term intersection capacities, traffic flow, pedestrian safety,
vehicular safety, cost, traffic calming characteristics, ability of improvements to limit unwanted truck
traffic, aesthetics, and familiarity of improvements, the City selected roundabouts as the best option for
intersections on the Hillcrest corridor.
The following section answers frequently asked questions and concerns that have been brought up
regarding improvements along Hillcrest. The section is also intended to demonstrate the reasoning
behind selection of roundabouts as the preferred alternative. Please contact the City Engineer, Scott
Murphy (970-901-1792) if you have any unanswered questions or concerns.

Frequently Asked Questions/Concerns
1. Can a signal be installed along the Hillcrest intersections instead of a roundabout?
Answer: According to standard engineering practice, a traffic signal cannot be installed at an
intersection until necessary “warrants” are met. These warrants are outlined in the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (2012) and give minimum 4-hour and 8-hour traffic volumes
required to justify a signal. These warrants are currently not met and there is a good chance the
warrants would not be met in the future due to nature of the traffic flow through the area. The
traffic volumes on Hillcrest are heavy during the morning, school-release, and afternoon
commuter rushes but are otherwise relatively low. This lack of consistent, heavy traffic volume
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precludes the warrants from being met. If installed, a signal would cause more delay during the
middle of the day during the low-volume hours than would be experienced by other intersection
controls (stop sign or roundabout).
2. Which are safer for vehicles, roundabouts or signalized intersections?
Answer: Multiple studies have found that, when properly designed, roundabouts generally result
in a higher frequency of accidents but that the accidents are less severe. According to the Federal
Highway Administration (2010), studies have shown that roundabouts result in up to a 90%
reduction in fatalities and a 76% reduction in injury crashes when compared to conventional
signalized intersections. This can be attributed to the natural slowing that must occur at a
roundabout and that accidents generally occur at a “glancing” angle. Accidents at signalized
intersections typically occur at higher speeds (at or above the speed limit) and are more likely to
be severe or fatal given the higher potential for a T-Bone or head-on collision.
To determine if any local safety trends exist, accident data were reviewed for the roundabout at
the intersection of Ogden and Woodgate. Between 2005 and 2011 when this roundabout was
installed, 13 minor accidents were recorded; in the five years since its installation, seven minor
accidents were recorded. No severe accidents were recorded either before or after the
roundabout’s construction during this time period. These data indicate a slight reduction in the
occurrence of traffic accidents following installation of the roundabout, contrary to the national
trend.
3. Which are safer for pedestrians, roundabouts or signalized intersections? How do bikes and
pedestrians cross a roundabout?
Answer: Multiple studies have found that, when properly designed, roundabouts are safer for
pedestrians and result in a 30 to 40% reduction in pedestrian crashes (FHWA, 2010). Roundabouts
designed in Montrose utilize cross walks on all four legs of the roundabout each with a pedestrian
refuge area as shown in the attached Figure 1 from the Ogden/Woodgate roundabout. This
configuration allows pedestrians to cross one lane of traffic at a time with curbed protection inbetween the lanes. This results in a safer configuration when compared to crossing multiple lanes
of a signalized intersection with vehicles coming from multiple directions.
How bikes navigate a roundabout will differ depending on the comfort level and ability of the
biker. All new roundabouts in Montrose will include a biker “bailout” ramp similar to that shown
in Figure 2. This allows bikes coming down the bike lane to exit onto the sidewalk and cross the
roundabout as a pedestrian if they desire. More confident and skilled bikers may join the flow of
traffic and navigate the roundabout the same way a vehicle would. With the naturally reduced
speeds that come with a roundabout, bike speeds in this instance will be similar to that of vehicles.
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What is traffic calming?
Answer: When discussing roundabouts people often refer to their ability to calm traffic. This is
the roundabout’s ability to naturally discourage speeding or erratic driving. Roundabouts are
known for being an effective means to calm traffic because they naturally require that all vehicles
slow down in order to navigate through the roundabout. This is especially beneficial in residential
areas such as Hillcrest where speeding is a known problem.

5. Can semi-trailers navigate through a roundabout?
Answer: Yes. The roundabouts are designed to accommodate turns in all directions by a standard
semi-trailer. Turning movements are evaluated using turning template software and the
proposed roundabout geometry to ensure that these vehicles can be accommodated. When a
large semi-trailer does come through the roundabout it is normal for the back end of the trailer
to mount onto the inner ring of the roundabout (see Figure 1); this is the purpose of the inner
ring. The roundabout geometry is also designed to ensure that busses and cars can navigate the
roundabout without needing to mount the inner ring.
Because Hillcrest Drive is primarily a residential corridor, the City discourages and has ordinances
against its use as a commercial truck bypass route. To that end, an added benefit of roundabouts
is that they generally discourage use by through truck traffic and their installation should help to
naturally reduce the amount of through truck traffic on Hillcrest while still maintaining access for
local truck traffic.
6. What is the plan for the center island of the roundabout?
Answer: The center island of the roundabout will be landscaped similar to others within the City.
7. Why is the City putting in a roundabout here? There are very few roundabouts in Colorado.
Answer: When researching this question it was surprising to find that Colorado has a relatively
large number of roundabouts throughout the state. Figures 3 shows the total quantity of
roundabouts within the state relative to others and Figure 4 shows the ratio of roundabouts to
total number of intersections within the state. As shown in Figure 4, Colorado has the third
highest ratio of roundabouts to total intersections within the United States. Nationally,
roundabouts are seeing an increase in use as communities learn about the benefits they can bring
for an intersection. The City feels that utilization of a roundabout within Montrose is not out of
the ordinary and is in line with state and national trends.
8. What costs more, a roundabout or signal?
Answer: Based on discussions with traffic engineers and the Colorado Department of
Transportation, a traffic signal suitable for an intersection on Hillcrest would cost around
$200,000 to $250,000. This is for the signal and controls only, each application would also require
intersection improvements to add dedicated turn lanes and, in some instances, realign the
intersection geometry to properly accommodate a signal. This cost is variable but is generally
between $75,000 to in excess of $200,000 depending on the extent of improvements required.
Once completed, signal maintenance can range from several thousand to in excess of $10,000 per
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year depending on items needing maintenance and/or repair. The City does not have the
capability to maintain signals and has to hire consultants to perform these services.
The City has budgeted $500,000 for construction of the Sunnyside roundabout which includes
replacement of an aged waterline and sewerline lateral within the intersection.

9. Will a roundabout fit at Sunnyside and Hillcrest? How would a roundabout at this intersection
compare in size to the one at Ogden and Woodgate?
Answer: A draft of the roundabout design for Sunnyside and Hillcrest is included as Figure 5.
Although some fences will need to be shifted to accommodate its construction, the project fits
within existing rights of way or property owned by the City of Montrose and will not require any
property acquisition. The footprint of the Sunnyside roundabout is significantly smaller than the
roundabout at Ogden and Woodgate. Figure 6 shows the footprint of the Sunnyside roundabout
overlying the Woodgate roundabout to show their relative sizes.
10. Where will vehicles be detoured during the construction of the roundabout at Sunnyside and
Hillcrest?
Answer: The general detour route for this construction project is shown in Figure 7. The idea
behind the detour route is to keep through traffic away from residential streets and out of
subdivisions to the extent practicable. Local traffic into residential areas will still be allowed
throughout construction.
11. How may I receive project updates during construction?
Answer: The City will distribute press releases for all major stages of the construction project.
More routine updates throughout construction may be obtained by sending an email to the City
Engineer at smurphy@ci.montrose.co.us requesting to be added to the project update email list.
These updates are distributed by email every one to two weeks throughout construction.
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Interior, mountable ring

Typical Roundabout
Crosswalk with CenterIsland Refuge
Figure 1. Ogden-Woodgate Roundabout
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Bike Lane Ramp

Figure 2. Typical Bike “Bailout” Ramp at a Roundabout
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Figure 3. Total Number of Roundabouts per State
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Figure 4. Ratio of Roundabouts to Number of Intersections
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Figure 5: Draft Sunnyside Roundabout Plan
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Figure 6. Sunnyside/Hillcrest vs. Ogden/Woodgate Size Comparison
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Figure 7. Sunnyside/Hillcrest Detour Route
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